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Significant progress has been made recently in the classification of 
ergodic transformations without any invariant measure. We cite the 
work of Krieger [3], in particular, which has far reaching applications to 
the classification of factors in the theory of von Neumann algebras. 
Belinskaya [I] and Vershik [5] h ave also obtained a number of interesting 
results in ergodic theory employing ideas originated by Rokhlin [4]. 
Underlying the above works is the notion of a full group of a measurable 
transformation. A basic result along these lines was obtained by Dye [2] 
who introduced the notion of a weak equivalence for measurable trans- 
formations. In our present work we give a simple proof of what is referred 
to in the literature as Dye’s Theorem; see Theorem 2 below. Besides 
Dye [2], others have also presented proofs of the same theorem. 
Belinskaya [I], f or example, has a proof; however, her proof depends 
heavily on a result of Vershik [5], which in turn relies on techniques 
developed in [4]. Our aim is to present a proof of Theorem 2 that is 
self-contained and, in our opinion, is simple enough to make Dye’s 
original ideas more accessible to those who work in ergodic theory. 
Lemma 5 and its two corollaries as given below are essentially the main 
features of our presentation. Lemma 4 together with a proof has been 
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stated by Belinskaya; see Lemma 2.5 in [I]. For the sake of completeness 
we include a proof of Lemma 4 that does not differ from the one in 
[ 11. For the same reason we also include the proofs of Lemmas 1,2, and 3 
which by now are regarded as “well-known results” in ergodic theory. 
Theorem 2 then, is a consequence of Theorem 1, which in turn is proven 
by a straightforward induction argument employing Lemma 5 and its two 
corollaries in a crucial way. 
In this article all measure spaces (X, 9, m) will be assumed to be 
Lebesgue measure spaces. In case (X, a’, m) is a finite measure space, 
then we shall specify so explicitly; otherwise, (X , g’, m) will be assumed 
to be o-finite. All subsets discussed will be assumed to be measurable; 
also, without explicitly specifying “(mod 0)” or “for almost all x” we 
shall assume that expressions about subsets or transformations will hold 
modulo sets of measure zero. Let G(X) = G(X, g, m) be the group of 
all l-l, measurable, and nonsingular transformations T of X onto itself. 
We denote by N the set of positive integers and by Z the set of all 
integers. For T E G(X) and x E X we let Orb,(x) = (T% ) n E Z}, and 
denote the full group of T by [T] = {S E G(X) 1 Sx = T”x for some 
n = n(x) E Z>. We note that S E [Z’] if and only if Orb,(x) C Orb,(x) for 
x E X; or equivalently, if and only if there exists a decomposition of 
X = UneZ A,(disj) such that X = UnEZ TlzA,(disj) again and Sx = Tnx 
for x E A,, n E Z. Let A be a subset of X and let S E [T]. We shall write 
S E [T]+ on A in case Sx = Tnx where n = n(x) > 0 for x E A. 
A transformation T E G(X) = G(X, a, m) is measure preserving if 
m(TA) = m( T-lA) = m(A) f or all A E g’, and T is ergodic if for any two 
subsets A and B of X of positive measure there exists a positive integer 
n > 0 such that m( TnA n B) > 0. Let A be a subset of X of positive 
measure and let T E G(X) b e an ergodic transformation. The induced 
transformation TA on A by T is defined to be T,,x = Tnx for x E A, 
where n = n(x) > 0 is the smallest positive integer such that T”x E A. 
It follows that TA E G(A) = G(A, ~39~ , m) is an ergodic transformation, 
and T E G(X) measure preserving implies that TA E G(A) is also measure 
preserving, where gA consists of all measurable subsets of A, and m is the 
restriction on (A, &?J of the measure m defined on (X, 9). 
A transformation T E G(X) is set-periodic with period k, for some 
positive integer k E N, if there exists a partition 9(T) = (Dl , D, ,..., D,J 
of X associated with T such that Di = Ti-l D, for 1 < i < k. Let 
(X, a, m) be a finite measure space; a measure preserving transformation 
T E G(X) is a W.V.N. (weak von Neumann) transformation if T is set- 
periodic with period 2” for all n EN, and there exists a sequence 
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{9J T) = (0: , 0; ,..., D&) [ n E N) of partitions of X associated 
with T that satisfy: 
(a) Din = DT+l u D$$ , for i = 1,2 ,..., 2”, n E N; 
(b) Din = Ti-l D1”, for i = 1, 2 ,..., 2n, n E N. 
Moreover, if we also have 
(c) the a-field generated by {D E Qfi( T) [ n E N) equals g (mod 0), 
then we shall say that T is a V.N. (von Neumann) transforma- 
tion. 
LEMMA 1. Any two V.N. transformations S, T E G(X) are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let S’%(S) = (CT , C’g ,..., C&) and gn( T) = (II:, 0; ,..., D&) 
for n E N be the sequences of partitions of X for the V.N. transformations 
S and T, respectively, satisfying (a), (b), and (c). It follows that for 
almost all x E X there exists a decreasing sequence of sets 
CG:: E C,(S) I n E Nl 
such that 
Q c: = e49 (1) 
and the corresponding sequence of sets {D!n E 9J T) 1 n E N} is decreasing 
again, and their intersection is a single point; namely, 
(J D: = b9* (2) 
We define Rx = y where x and y satisfy (1) and (2), respectively. 
Property (b) then implies 
n SCTn = {SX} 
?lEN 
and ,?, TDyS = {Tr). (3) 
It is clear from (3) and the definition of R that RS = TR. a 
LEMMA 2. Let T E G(X) b e an ergo&c measure preserving transforma- 
tion, then for any two sets A and B with 0 < m(A) = m(B) < 00 there 
exists a J E [T] such that JA = B, and J E [T]+ on A. 
Proof. We let C = A n B and denote by T, the induced trans- 
formation on the set C by T. We let A, = B, = C and assume that the 
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sets A0 = A - A, and B” = B - B, both have positive measure. We 
let B, = TnlAo n B” and A, = T-nlB, where n, is the smallest positive 
integer such that m( TnlAo n B”) > 0. We assume that the sets 
A1 = A - A, v A, and B1 = B - B, V B, both have positive 
measure. We continue by induction. Namely, having chosen the mutually 
disjoint subsets (Ai j 0 < i \< fi> and (Bi [ 0 <i <A> of A and B, 
respectively, and integers 0 < n, < n2 < *a* < nk satisfying TniAi = B, 
for 1 < i < k, we assume that the sets Ak = A - (JOciGk Ai and 
B” = B - U,,<i<k Bi both have positive measure. We let B,,, = 
Tnk+lAk n B” and A k+l = T-‘Q+IB~+~ , where nk+r > nk is the smallest 
positive integer such that m(T nt+lAk n Bk) > 0. The induction may 
continue a countable number of steps, in which case we have 
A = u AJdisj), B = u Bi(disj), 
i>O i>O 
and TmiAi = Bi for 0 < n, < n2 < **a; or m(Ap) = m(B*) = 0 for some 
integer p > 0. In either case we let 
for xEAi, i = 1, 2,..., 
for x E Bi, i = 1, 2,..., 
for xeC=Ao=Bo=AnB; 
for XEX-AuB. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let T E G(X) b e an ergodic measure preserving transforma- 
tion, and let z > 0 be such that E < m(X). Then there exists a subset A of X 
withAnTA= 0 andm(X-AuTA)=E. 
Proof. We choose a subset E of X such that 0 < m(E) < E. For 
each iEN we let Ed = (xgE] Tix~E and Tjx#E for 0 <j <i}. 
Since T is ergodic, it follows that E = (JieN Ei (disj) and 
X = u u TjI&(disj). 
iEN oq<i 
We let Fi = &.. Ej for i E N and B = UiENT2(i-1)F2i . We then have 
BnTB= 0,and 
m(X - B U TB) = m u 
( 
T2(5-1)E2~-1 = 1 m(E,+1) 
ZEN 1 iGN 
< m(E) < E. 
Finally, we choose a subset A of B such that 
2m(B - A) = E - m(X - B u TB). 
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It follows that A n TA = IZI and 
m(X - A u TA) = m(X - B u TB) + m(B - A) + m[T(B - A)] = 6. 1 
LEMMA 4. Let (X, a’, m) be a jinite measure space, and let T E G(X) 
be an ergodic measure preserving transformation. Then there exists a 
W. V.N. transformation W E [T] such that [w] = [T]. 
Proof. We assume that m(X) = 1. By Lemma 3 we choose a set A, 
with A, C? TA, = o and m(X - B,) = 3, where B, = A, v TA, 
(disj). We denote by 5?1 and Tl the induced transformations on the sets 
A, and B, by T, respectively. It follows that pi E G(A,) is an ergodic 
measure preserving transformation, and Tl E G(B,) is a set-periodic 
transformation with period 2. We continue by induction. Let T,, = T. 
Suppose that for each i = 1,2,..., we have chosen the sets Ad, B( , 
and the induced transformations T; and Ti on the sets Ai and Bi , 
respectively, that satisfy: 
BP = Ai U TimlA, U TL,A, U ..* U &‘Ai(disj), 
m(BJ = (2i + 1)/2”+‘, T< E G(A,) is an ergodic measure preserving 
transformation, Ti E G(B,) is a set-periodic transformation with period 
2i, and m(Ai - Ai+l u Ti~i+l) = 1/22(i+1) for 1 < i -=c k. We apply 
Lemma 3 to Tk E G(A,) and E = 1/22(kf1) and obtain a set Ak+l C Ak 
such that Ak+l A Tk~k+l = ~zi and m(A, - Ak+l u Tk~k+l) = 1/22(k+1). 
We let Bk+l = Ak+l u TkAk+l u Tk2A,+, U *** U Tik+l-lAk+l (disj). It 
follows that the induced transformation Tk+l on the set Bk+l by T is 
set-periodic with period 2k+1 and m(Bk+l) = (2k+1 + 1)/2(k+1)+1. Next 
we let B = nnsN B, . Then m(B) = l/2, and the induced transforma- 
tion TB on the set B by T is set-periodic with period 2” for all n E N. 
And, if we let & = A, n B for n E N, then 
@,,(TB) = (m, , TBa;, , Tg2A,z ,..., T;*-‘An) 1 n E N) 
is a sequence of partitions of B associated with Ts E G(B) satisfying (a) 
and (b); this shows that TB is a W.V.N. transformation on (B, aB , m). 




Jxp for XEB, 
TB J-lx, for XEX-B. 
It is clear that W is a W.V.N. transformation. From (4) follows that 
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Orb,(x) n B = Orb,(x) n B for all x E B, and since WE [T] and 
B u WB = X we conclude that [q = [T]. 1 
Remark 1. From the proof of Lemma 4 it is clear that the W.V.N. 
transformation W can be considered to be a set-periodic transformation 
with period 2 such that the partition 9(W) = (B, WB) of X is associated 
with W, and W E [T]+ on B. 
LEMMA 5. Let (X, SY’, m) be a jinite measure space. Let T E G(X) be an 
ergodic measure preserving transformation and Tl E [T] be a set-periodic 
transformation with period 2K such that Z3( Tl) = (Dl , D, ,..., D,K) is a 
partition of X associated with Tl . Then for any E > 0 and any subset A of 
X there exist a W.V.N. transformation Tz E [T] and an integer L > 0 that 
satisfy: 
(4 Kl = PI; 
(B) 93( TX) C gn( T,) for n > L, where (gm( T,) 1 n E N] are the 
partitions of X associated with T2; 
(C) {x 1 T,x # T,x) C DgR E 9( T,); and 
(D) for n > L we have m(A - A,‘) < E and m(Ai - A) < E, where 
A,’ = u D, ~2~’ = {D E z%‘~( T,) 1 D C A}, 
DEBn’ 
and 
A; = u D, 23: = {D E 9,,(Tz) I m(A n D) > O}. 
DE9*’ 
Proof. We assume that m(X) = 1. We let ~2 = (A, X - A) and let 
La* = q Tl) v Jz? v T,-‘sz? v . * * v T~(2K-1Lz = cq Tl) v v T&Y. 
Ozg<2~--1 
The partition 9* induces the partition 9 ** = {D&* 1 DCDS of 
D, E SS(T,). We then have 9** = (B, , B, ,..., B,), where p < 22R. 
Next we choose a positive integer L > 0 such that 
2K22K/2L < E. (5) 
It follows that for each i = 1, 2,..., p there exist an integer qi and sets 
B i,j such that Bi = (JoGi+ B,,i (disj), where m(B,,Q = 1/2L for 
j = 1, 2,..., qi and m(Bi,o) < 1/2L. We let B, = ul(ic Bi,, . We then 
have 
m(B,) < ~12~ < 22K/2L < ~12~. (6) 
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Suppose M(BO) > 0. Since 
m(D,) = 1/2x, (7) 
it follows that there exist an integer p0 and sets B,,, such that 
B, = lJi++ B,,, (disj), where m(B,,,) = 1/2L for j = 1,2 ,..., q,, . We 
note that 
4 = U u %(disj), (8) 
o&g l(jsz& 
where 
m(Bi,$) = 1/2L for l<j<qr and O<i<p. (9) 
If m&J = 0, then (8) and (9) hold with 1 < i < p. In any case, from 
(7), (8), and (9) follows that the partition a1 of D, given by (8) has 2L-K 
elements. We let B1 = (C, , Ca ,..., C,L-K). 
Since T is an ergodic measure preserving transformation and Tl E [T], 
by Lemma 2 we choose for each i = 1,2,..., 2L-K a Jc E [T] such that 
Ja maps TfK-1C4 onto C,,, . We also choose by Lemma 4 a W.V.N. 
transformation W E G(C,) such that 
WI = P&l, (10) 
where T,., is the induced transformation on C, by T. Finally, if x E Tl*Ci 
forO<j<2K-land1 <i<2L-K,wedefine 





for j = 2K- 1 and 1 < i < 2L-K: (11) 
for j = 2K - 1 and i = 2L-K. 
It follows that 
X = u T,“Cl (disj). (12) 
OQ(2L-1 
We denote by gL( T2) the partition of X given by (12) and let 
AL = (QL, DzL,..., &>, where DfL = T~-‘C, for 1 < i < 2’. 
It is clear from the definition of T2 given by (11) that: 
T, is a set-periodic transformation with period 2L and 
the partition gL(T,) given by (13) is associated with T, ; (14) 
T, induces the W.V.N. transformation W on the set C, ; 05) 
Ts E PI- (16) 
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From (10) and (15) follows that for x E C, = DrL E S@J 7’s) 
Orbr,(x) n C, = Orb&) n C, . (17) 
From (14) and (16) f o 11 ows that (17) holds for all x E X, which implies 
that TX E Orb,%(x). This proves (A). From (14) and (15) follows that 
T, is a W.V.N. transformation. Then, (B) follows from the fact that 
J%m ’ =wQ and (C) is clear from the definition of T2 given by (11). 
Finally, for each n 3 L we define A,’ and Ai as in (D) and let D E $3J T,). 
It follows that if m[D n (A - A,‘)] > 0 or m[D n (AL - A)] > 0, then 
DC u T,%,, (18) 
O<i<2Q 
and (D) follows from (6) and (18). 1 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 5 q we further 
assume 
TI E PI+ on X - D2~ for D2~ E 9( T,), (19) 
then the W.V.N. transformation T, E [TJ and the positive integer L > 0 
chosen in Lemma 5 also satisfy: 
(El) T2 E PI+ on X - 0;~ for D~L E gL(T2). 
Proof. In the proof of Lemma 5, for the positive integer L > 0 
chosen in (5), and from the definition of the transformation T2 in (11) it 
follows that for x $ T~K-lCz~~ = T,2”%‘, = 0;~ 
Tg equals either T,x or Jix for some i = 1,2,..., 2°K - 1. 
By Lemma 2 we have that Ji for 1 < i < 2L-K satisfy 
Ji E [T]+ on T;jK-lCt. 
Finally, (E,) follows from (19), (20), and (21). 1 
(20) 
(21) 
COROLLARY 2. Under the same hypotheses as in Lemma 5, for the 
W.V.N. transformation T, E [T], and for the integer L > 0 chosen in 
Lemma 5 there exist an integer P > L and a subset C of X with m(C) < E 
such that the following is also satisfied: 
(E2) C(x, TX) does not intersect D$ E .9=( T,) for x E X - C, 
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wherefor y E Orb,,(x) 
C(X,Y> = 
i 
(x, T2x, T,2x ,..., T,nx = y), if n = n(x) > 0, 
(x, T,-lx, T,-‘x ,..., T,n x = y), if n = n(x) < 0. 
Proof. Since m(X) < co, from (A) it follows that there exist an 
integer Q > 0 and a subset E of X with m(E) < l /2 such that 
TX = Tlx, where TZ = n(x) for x E X - E satisfies 1 n 1 < Q. (22) 
Next we consider the sequence (9JTs) 1 n E N} of partitions of X 
associated with the W.V.N. transformation T, . We choose an integer 
P > L > 0 such that 2Q/2p < 42. We let 
F = u Dip u u Dip, 
l$i(O 2P-o+l~i~2P 
where Dip E Sp(T2) for 1 < i < 2p. We then have m(F) = 2Q/2p < 42; 
and for x E X - F, since TX = T,“x for n = n(x) E Z, we have 
C(x, TX) does not intersect Dip if 1 n 1 < Q. (23) 
We let C = E u F. Then m(C) < E, and (E,) follows from (22) and 
(23). n 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, a‘, m) be a$nite measure space, and let T E G(X) 
be an ergodic measure preserving transformation. Then there exist two 
V.N. transformations R, S E [T] such that 
(i) R G [T]+ on X, 
(ii) [q = [T]. 
Proof. Let Y = {& 1 i E N) be a sequence of subsets of X such that 
the u-field generated by Y equals g (mod 0). We form the sequence 
{A, 1 n E N) of subsets of X such that for each i E N 
Bi = A,, for infinitely many n. (24) 
We choose a sequence of positive numbers {E, j n E N> such that 
lim E, = 0. (25) n-m 
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We also choose by Lemma 4 a W.V.N. transformation Tl E [T] and let 
L, = 1. By Remark 1 of Lemma 4, Tl can be considered as a set- 
periodic transformation with period 2 that satisfies (19). Finally, suppose 
for 1 < i < n we have chosen the W.V.N. transformations Ti and the 
integers 1 = L, < L, < **a < L, . We consider T, to be a set-periodic 
transformation with period 2Ln that satisfies (19). We apply Lemma 5 and 
Corollary 1 inductively to T, , L, , E, , and A,. Thus we obtain a 
W.V.N. transformation T,,, and an integer L,+l > L, satisfying (A), 
(B), (CL P), and (Ed. S ince m(D&) tends to 0 as L tends to co, from (25) 
and (C) we have for each x E X an integer-p = p(x) > 0 and an R E G(X) 
such that 
T,x = T,x = Rx for all 72 > p. (26) 
From (26) and (E,) f o 11 ows that R E [T]+ on X; (24) and (D) imply that R 
is a V.N. transformation, and this proves (i). 
To prove (ii) we repeat the above argument applying Lemma 5 and 
Corollary 2 in place of Corollary 1. Namely, we choose by Lemma 4 a 
W.V.N. transformation Tl E [T] and let PI = 1. Suppose for 1 < i < n 
we have chosen the W.V.N. transformations Ti and the integers 
1 = PI < Pz < *** < P, . We consider T, to be a set-periodic trans- 
formation with period 2pn and apply Lemma 5 and Corollary 2 inductively 
to T, , P, , en, and A, . Thus we obtain a W.V.N. transformation T,,, 
and an integer P,,l > P, satisfying (A), (B), (C), (D), and (E,). Similarly, 
as before, from (25) and (C) we have for each x E X an integer 
q = q(x) > 0 and an S E G(X) such that 
T,x = Tp = Sx for all II 3 q.. (27) 
From (27) and (E,) follows that [S] = [T], and (24) together with (D) 
imply that S is a V.N. transformation. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let S, T E G(X) be two ergo&c measure preserving 
transformations. Then there exists a measure preserving transformation 
R E G(X) such that R[S] = [T]R. 
Proof. Let m(X) < co. Since both S and T are ergodic and measure 
preserving transformations, (ii) of Theorem 1 implies that there exist 
V.N. transformations U E [,!?I and v E [T] such that 
WI = [Sl and WI = PI- (28) 
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Lemma 1 implies that there exists a transformation R E G(X) such that 
RU = VR, which together with (28) implies R[Sj = [T]R. 
In case m(X) = co, then we write X = UneN A, (disj) with m(A,) = 1 
for n E N. We let a = A, and denote by 3 and p the induced trans- 
formations on A by S and T, respectively. Since m(m) = 1 and s, 
p E G(l) are ergodic and measure preserving, it follows from above that 
there exists an R E G(A) such that 
R[S] = [Tp?. (2% 
For each n E N by Lemma 2 we choose transformations H, E [S] and 
J, E [T] such that H, and Jn map A onto A, . We define 
Rx = J,,i?H,-lx for XEA,, ?lEN. (30) 
Finally, we shall show that R[S] = [T]R; this is equivalent to showing 
that R(Orb,(x)) = Orb,(Rx) f or x E X. Similarly, we note that (29) is 
equivalent to 
Orb#?x) = R(Orbs(x)) for xEA. (31) 
For each i E N from (30) follows that 
J,ax = RH,x for x E A. (32) 
From the properties of S, T, 3, T, Ji E [T] for i E N, and Hs E [S’l for 
HEN, we have for xEA 
Orb(x) = u J@Wx)) 
iEN 
and Orbs(x) = u H,(Orbs(x)). (33) 
&N 
Let x E X. Since x E A, for some n E N, using (31), (32), and (33) we 
conclude 
Orb,(Rx) = OrbT( J,,Z?H$x) = Orb#?H;‘x) 
= ,i J@rb(~?x)) = g JdWrbdH,-13C)) 
= R ~~~H@rb~(H~~x))~ = RPWx)). i 
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